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A P,ALSTAV IN " ,BONG HOAK " AT W 

J. R. GARROOD 

; 	 The bronze axe illustrated was obtained from Mr. 
Co Fuller, of Abbey Farm, Wood Walton, who ,stated 
that he found it stuck in a Bog Oak tree in field 13') 

; 	 Castle Hill Farm (,Grid Ref. 	in the winter of 
( 	 194L-2. 

Major Gordon Fowler told me in1945 that he went 
out to see Fuller's palstave in 11941 or 1942 and in 
spected the trunk of a Bog Oak. from which he  
claimed it had been.rem;oved and in which Major Fowler 
could still see the staining of the bit of' its edge which 
Was broken, off. 

It"will be seen that a bit is missing from the cutting 
edge and Fuller :Stated it broke off 'when he pulled it 
out.. What a pity I did not know and ,so ;could not 
photograph it. 

fl 	 There is a scar !on one face which is fresh and 
doubtless due to some injury at the time. 

The implement is 705inso long and 2.8ins- wide at 
the cutting edge, patinated irregularly with some cvi-
dence of old bronze disease. There is a continuation of 
the flanges forming a shield pattern below the. top 
ridge. 

It' would seem probable that- this axe was 
embedded inthe tree when it was alive or not long dead 
and certainly before it was, overed by ts ng 
a datein the middle bronze age for the catastrophe 
which caused the trees to die and fall, being 'sub 
sequently covered by   peat. This peat having shrunk, 
the dead trees for ,  an obstruction to agricultural opera-
tion and have to be removed. 


